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This Omni-Gen Administration Self-Study course is designed as an introductory course to teach the student Omni-Gen Console concepts and to provide the knowledge and skills to deploy bundles into the Omni Server. The student will learn how to import Data Model Projects into Omni Designer and Generate Bundles so they can be deployed into the Omni Server using the Omni-Gen Console. The student will learn how to monitor and react to the processing of the deployment of bundles in the Omni-Gen Console. Finally, the student will test process documents through the Omni Server and use the Omni-Gen Console to monitor the processing.

You will learn how to:
- Use the Omni-Gen Console
- Import Data Model Projects into Omni Designer and Generate Bundles
- Use the Omni Deployment Console to deploy the generated bundles
- Test OIDs
- Monitor processing by understanding System Operations

Who Should Take This Course
The Omni-Gen Administration Self-Study course should be taken by IT developers required to generate, deploy and monitor Data Model Projects using the OmniGen software suite.

Prerequisites:
None

Tuition
In U.S. Dollars $600 per student
In Canadian Dollars $600 per student

Schedule
Contact your Information Builders Education Account Executive, or visit the education website at http://education.informationbuilders.com and register today!